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A very reliable application and
it is intuitive and easy to use. It
has a good quality image of the
programs. Features: A
multiplex virtual environment
Functionality: EPG and ESG for
ATSC broadcasts, closed
caption for TV and DTV
Supports Mobile DTV with or
without Smart TV Allows up to
three programs to be watched
at the same time
Downloads/Streams a file in
the hard drive of the phone
Automatically updates the
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database Allows to take
pictures with the camera and
post them to Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, or
directly on the image Up to five
channels to be scanned in a
single scan A list of available
applications Channel filters
Mouse/remote-controls to scroll
through the display, browse
the channels, take pictures or
watch videos Additional
support for channels from
subchannels for multi-
subscription operators Internet
TV Subscriptions for T-Mobile
by Docomo USA Docomo USA,
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in collaboration with digital
content partners, bring you T-
Mobile TV, a new way to watch
tv on your T-Mobile device. T-
Mobile TV allows you to watch
live tv, DVR recordings, and on-
demand content. It even gives
you access to local broadcast
stations in your area including
national networks like CBS, and
FOX. T-Mobile TV comes pre-
loaded on your T-Mobile G2
and can be downloaded
through the T-Mobile App
Store. T-Mobile TV lets you
record live TV shows on your T-
Mobile G2’s hard drive, in
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addition to DVR recordings.
Subscribers to T-Mobile TV
have access to local broadcast
stations in their area. Watch
live TV by going to www.t-
mobile.com/tv, using your T-
Mobile G2 as a TV, and
connecting to a wireless
network. Live TV is available
for free at www.t-
mobile.com/tv/packages.
Watch DVR content by going to
www.t-mobile.com/tv/dvr-
content. On-demand content
can be found via T-Mobile TV,
including sports, TV series,
movies and more. On-demand
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content is available on-demand
from the T-Mobile App Store.
On-demand content is
available for free. DVR
recordings can be found via T-
Mobile TV, including sports, TV
series, movies and more. DVR
recordings can be found within
the T-Mobile
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Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
allows users to enjoy their
favorite TV shows regardless of
the programs' channel and
region of broadcast. Its
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graphical user interface
facilitates quick navigation.
Since it can only handle up to
three programs, this app may
require a slight extension on
your storage capacity.
Furthermore, this program
supports tuner models
supporting both ATSC and
ATSC-M/H signals. However, it
does not need any specific
ATSC receiver. This program
offers a fast access to EPG,
which allows you to view the
whole list of TV programs or to
jump to any program as soon
as it starts broadcasting. If you
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prefer to keep the list
displayed on screen, you may
deselect this option. The
interface can be customized in
order to provide the user with a
pleasant and intelligible
display. M-EAS component of
this application lets you obtain
help and support directly from
the emergency services. Its
history of alerts, updates and
received content is available in
this feature. Moreover, it is
capable of assisting users in
receiving detailed instructions
and other extra information
along with video clips, websites
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or other digital media files.
Finally, this option includes
support for Mobile Emergency
Alert System and enables its
users to receive alerts from the
emergency services. Its screen
has a timer function which lets
users indicate the approximate
time in which the warning
should occur. The Mobile DTV
Viewer (with EPG component)
allows users to enjoy their
favorite TV shows regardless of
the programs' channel and
region of broadcast. This
program provides users with a
fast access to EPG, which
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allows you to view the whole
list of TV programs or to jump
to any program as soon as it
starts broadcasting. If you
prefer to keep the list
displayed on screen, you may
deselect this option. The
interface can be customized in
order to provide the user with a
pleasant and intelligible
display. M-EAS component of
this application lets you obtain
help and support directly from
the emergency services. Its
history of alerts, updates and
received content is available in
this feature. Moreover, it is
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capable of assisting users in
receiving detailed instructions
and other extra information
along with video clips, websites
or other digital media files.
Finally, this option includes
support for Mobile Emergency
Alert System and enables its
users to receive alerts from the
emergency services. Its screen
has a timer function which lets
users indicate the approximate
time in which the warning
should occur. It includes
support for ATSC and ATSC-M/H
broadcasts. However
b7e8fdf5c8
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Mobile DTV Viewer For ATSC

Access TV programs from
almost any place while easily
using your mobile phone.
Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
allows you to watch TV
programs (reception of the
signals depends on your
location) that are delivered
through the ATSC standard
(also used in DTV). If you love
watching TV programs and
want to be informed about
them at the moment when
they are presented, the
application is for you! With
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help of Mobile DTV Viewer for
ATSC, you will be able to watch
TV programs as if there were
no network interferences.
Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
will display a list of channels
that can be used by your
Smartphone. The list includes
names, frequencies, and signal
strengths of the channels. Then
you will select one of them and
will see the corresponding
channel. To see TV programs in
the application, you should
check the EPG and the ESG.
The EPG will display the name
of channels and their
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programming, the ESG will
contain the schedules for the
upcoming days, which should
be used to choose TV programs
to watch. The application will
also display information about
upcoming programs for each
channel. When you click on the
information icon, you will see
further details on the TV
program, such as overview,
episode list and previews.
Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC is
designed to provide you with
the flexibility you need to
watch a TV program from the
phone while doing something
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else at the same time. This
program makes it possible to
watch two or three TV
programs at the same time, so
you have many different
possibilities regarding
flexibility. Mobile DTV Viewer
for ATSC also includes a simple
interface, which makes it much
easier for users to access its
functions. By using Mobile DTV
Viewer, users can watch TV
programs while other two are
running in the background. The
program does not require any
particular TV tuner, but it does
allow you to use an ATSC
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tuner. Mobile DTV Viewer for
ATSC does not provide support
for Video-On-Demand services.
Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
includes support for channel
scans and will allow you to
keep track of received and
ongoing programs. The
program does not require
registration or subscription
fees, so you can access its
functions for free. Additionally,
Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
offers support for closed
captions so you can watch
these shows in their original
form. The program contains an
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option to access the
emergency alert system

What's New In Mobile DTV Viewer For ATSC?

Mobile DTV Viewer for ATSC
provides video and audio files
of TV programs based on the
ATSC standard, Digital TV
(DTV) and Mobile DTV systems.
Therefore, this app is not
designed to provide programs
broadcasted via satellite
(ATSC). The application is
capable of receiving TV
programs via the M-EAS and
MediaTek receivers. It allows
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accessing all kinds of
information about a program,
such as the EPG, links to
individual and calendar listings,
RSS feeds, social media
programs, etc. Additionally, it
enables users to receive alerts
and also provides multiple
options for receiving contents,
such as streaming, recording,
downloading, etc. The service
also features an Electronic
Service Guide (ESG)
component. This feature can
be used to receive program
listings and information about
specific channels based on the
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Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) standard. This
application is capable of
processing closed captions and
can handle Mobile Emergency
Alert System (M-EAS) alerts.
Furthermore, users will be
capable of viewing the video
and audio files and previews in
various quality levels.
Moreover, it is capable of
scanning for channels,
recording for mobile services
and providing information for
current programs through the
Internet. Advanced features
available through the program
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include nonlinear EPG display
for the ATSC-M/H signals,
background downloads and
visualization, USB drive
support, history of alerts and
updates, etc. The received
programs can be stored in local
and shared folders and users
will be capable of accessing
them in full-screen mode or
using the standard
arrangement of playback
areas. Mobile DTV Viewer for
ATSC Usage: A clear interface
of the application makes it
possible to browse through the
contents and easily access the
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functions. It offers a neat and
organized graphical user
interface, which makes it much
easier to browse through and
to find the required content.
Moreover, a variety of related
functions are divided by their
area of application, which
makes the usage of the app
extremely clear. For instance, a
“Timer” and “History” area can
be found on the home screen
while a “Download” area can
be accessed in the “Settings”
category. Users can access the
application’s content while
other programs are already
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running in the background.
Thanks to this feature, it is
possible to watch and listen to
video content, irrespective of
whether it is connected to the
internet or not. The window
displaying the “Select Channel”
button leads
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System Requirements For Mobile DTV Viewer For ATSC:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit)
1.6 GHz processor or faster 2
GB RAM 1024 MB VRAM 500
MB available hard drive space
1366 x 768 display resolution
DirectX 11 Internet connection
Steps: 1. Download the
Borderlands 3 Installer. The link
will open a new tab that will
lead you to the download
location. 2. Download the latest
launcher from the link. The
download will start
automatically and you will have
to accept
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